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NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING

TITLE 18. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

CHAPTER 7. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REMEDIAL ACTION

[R05-291]

PREAMBLE

1. Sections Affected Rulemaking Action
R18-7-301 Amend

2. The statutory authority for the rulemaking, including both the authorizing statute (general) and the statutes the
rules are implementing (specific):

Authorizing statutes: A.R.S. §§ 41-1003 and 49-104
Implementing statute: A.R.S. § 49-285.01

3. A list of all previous notices appearing in the Register addressing the proposed rule:
Notice of Rulemaking Docket Opening: 11 A.A.R. 1365, April 8, 2005

4. The name and address of agency personnel with whom persons may communicate regarding the rulemaking:
Name: Jerry Smit
Address: 1110 W. Washington St.

Phoenix, AZ 85007
Telephone: (602) 771-2220
Fax: (602) 771-4272
E-mail: smit.jerry@azdeq.gov

5. An explanation of the rule, including the agency’s reasons for initiating the rule:
A.R.S. § 49-285.01 authorizes the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality (Department) to enter into an
agreement with a prospective purchaser of a facility, wherein the Department will provide a written release and cove-
nant not to sue for existing contamination at the facility. In many cases, the threat of environmental liability and
uncertainty associated with environmental contamination has discouraged redevelopment of former industrial sites.
Arizona has joined a growing number of states in seeking creative approaches to facilitate the redevelopment of these
sites, and this statute is one of the tools established toward this end.
A.R.S. § 49-285.01 authorizes the Department to charge a reasonable fee for the preparation and execution of a pro-
spective purchaser agreement (PPA), and authorizes the adoption of rules to implement that Section. The original fee
rule became effective in 1997.
In August 2002, pursuant to A.R.S. § 41-1056, the Department reviewed the PPA fee rule. As a part of the five-year
review of the rule, the Department’s Financial Services Section provided records of the work hours charged to the
PPA accounting code. An examination of those records provided the evidence that the $900 fee usually does not
cover the cost of doing the work. This review revealed that there are several ways in which the current fee, and like-
wise the fee rule, are inadequate.
Increased Costs of Higher Salaries
One reason for the shortfall is the economics of doing business: salaries are higher, personnel with the higher salaries
are doing more of the work than anticipated, and the Attorney General’s Office (AGO) costs are higher. The initial fee
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was intended to cover the PPA costs of thirty hours. The present salaries are such that thirty hours for any of the posi-
tions identified as doing the work would cost more than $900. The people actually doing the work do not match the
list of anticipated personnel that was used in calculating the fee in the original rule. People doing the bulk of the work
are technical, rather than administrative, and technical salaries are higher than administrative salaries. Also, an inter-
nal shifting of workload at the Department brought the AGO into the procedure for some PPAs. The Department
reimburses the AGO for its costs on Department projects under an inter-agency agreement.
Summarized below is a comparison of staff time and costs. The first set of costs reflects those that formed the basis
for the fee amount in this rule amendment. The second set of costs is those used in the calculation of the original PPA
fee. The hourly rates include salary, employee related expenses (i.e., benefits), and indirect agency costs charged to
the program for each employee.

Table 1. Comparison of Staff Time and Costs

Increased Costs of Addressing Different Kinds of Sites
Another reason for the shortfall between the original fee and actual costs is that, at the time the original fee was pro-
mulgated, the bulk of PPA applications were from sites that were on the Water Quality Assurance Revolving Fund
(WQARF) priority list, and now, most are for sites that are NOT on the WQARF registry (which has replaced the pri-
ority list). A.R.S. § 49-285.01(A)(1) authorizes the Department to enter into PPAs for sites both on the registry and
not on the registry, and to charge a fee for all PPAs.
A major reason why most PPA sites are not on the WQARF registry is that recent WQARF sites are for a smaller
area. At the time the PPA statute became law, the sizes of the sites on the WQARF priority list were large. For exam-
ple, the East Central Phoenix Site was bounded on the north by Camelback Road, on the east by 48th Street, on the
south by Thomas Road, and on the west by 24th Street. From Camelback Road to Thomas Road is two miles. As
anticipated, originally most of the PPAs were for properties within a WQARF site.
Then, the approach to defining site boundaries was refined. In 1996 the legislature established a groundwater task
force to study WQARF and make recommendations. In 1997, Senate Bill 1452 was enacted. The legislative intent as
stated, was to be a comprehensive revision of the water quality assurance revolving fund program. The revision fol-
lowed the groundwater task force recommendations. The bill replaced the priority list system with the site registry,
instituted a proportionate liability system to replace joint and several liability, and provided for site prioritization with
a greater emphasis on risk for the registry sites. The statute also required that the priority list sites be evaluated using
the evaluation and eligibility model within one year before being placed on the registry list. As a result of the forego-
ing changes in the statute, most of the large study areas dwindled into facilities or groups of facilities.
Thus, the non-WQARF site PPAs currently constitute approximately 80 percent of the PPA applications. The change
in type of site covered by the PPAs has also affected the amount of time required for technical reviews of PPA appli-

STAFF RATE HOURS TOTAL
New Costs

Section Manager $86.80 5 $434.00
Unit Supervisor $80.26 4 $321.04

Hydrologist/Project Manager $73.98 10 $739.80
Legal Assistant $61.45 10 $614.50

Attorney $73.00 5 $365.00
       TOTAL 34 $2,474.34

Old Costs
Section Manager $38.92 2 $77.84
Unit Supervisor $35.72 4 $142.88
Hydrologist III $30.97 8 $247.76

Project Manager $29.57 8 $236.56
Legal Assistant III $25.24 6 $151.44

Program and Project Specialist II 
(public noticing)

$24.18 2 $48.36

TOTAL 30 $904.84
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cations. Because of the statutory requirement to reasonably identify the extent of contamination for non-WQARF
sites, additional time is necessary for the review of a non-WQARF site application.
This technical application review is required to determine whether the statutory requirement -- that the Department
has been provided sufficient information to reasonably identify the extent of the contamination at the facility -- has
been satisfied. A typical application for a non-WQARF site supplies what are referred to by guidelines of ASTM
International, formerly the American Society for Testing and Materials, as both Phase I and Phase II environmental
site assessment reports. A Phase I report consists of a compilation of existing documents and studies, while a Phase II
report involves additional sampling and other investigation beyond existing studies. These reports must be reviewed
by a technical expert. Since the Department began delineating WQARF sites as smaller areas, as described above,
only one non-WQARF site PPA has been completed within the 30-hour limit reflected in the current fee rule. That
site was formerly administered under the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act and was reviewed by a
hydrologist who was already familiar with the contaminants at the site.
Initial PPA Charge
To adequately take account of these increased costs, the amendment to the rule changes the initial charge to $2,500
for sites that are on the WQARF registry, established and maintained pursuant to A.R.S. § 49-287.01. The hours rep-
resented by this initial fee are reflected in Table 1 above. To adequately take account of the increased time and costs
required for non-WQARF sites (calculated as an additional 15 hours of hydrologist’s time, at an estimated cost of
$1,100), a provision has been added to make the initial charge $3,600 for a non-WQARF site application. The
Department has determined that the hours, related to both sites on the WQARF registry and sites not on the WQARF
registry, are reasonably predictable and consistent at this point, based on over six years’ experience by the agency in
developing prospective purchaser agreements.
Change in Calculation Beyond Initial Charge
The additional charge, for work beyond what was covered by the initial PPA charge, will be calculated at the rate of
$73 per hour for program staff and for the time of an attorney. The Department calculated its hourly rate for program
staff by determining the number of billable hours per year attributable to staff engaged in PPA work. As with certain
other Department fee rules, such as for the Aquifer Protection Permit fee, or for the declaration of environmental use
restriction (DEUR) fee, the Department assumes that staff work 62 percent of total hours (2080 hours per year) on
site-specific tasks, or 1290 billable hours per year. Thus, the annual rate was divided by 1290. The single hourly rate
($73) charged for program staff time needed beyond the initial charge, was calculated using an average of different
staff rates, weighted according to the hours reflected in Table 1. Even under the amended rule, the Department is
mindful that the charge would not account for some overhead costs, that are beyond those specific supervisory hours
listed in the accompanying economic impact statement. However, the Department is prepared to absorb these addi-
tional costs and not charge them as part of the PPA fee.
Pursuant to an interagency agreement, the Department must pay the AGO for attorneys’ time spent on the Depart-
ment’s PPAs. The Department projected the hourly rate for AGO time based on current billing rates.
Refinement in Notification When Costs Exceed Initial Fee
The current rule includes a provision for the Department’s notifying a PPA applicant of any estimated hours over
those necessary for the initial review, and for obtaining prior authorization from the applicant before expending
excess billable hours. The Department’s experience has revealed that the current rule requirement, that thirty hours is
a cut-off point and anything over that amount of time must be approved in advance, is difficult to administer. Specifi-
cally, it is not administratively feasible for the Department to determine in real time when that cut-off point had been
reached. Because time sheets are submitted every two weeks, tracking the work hours of a group of people who are
working on different parts of the application at the same time, in increments of less than two weeks, is extremely dif-
ficult. A hydrologist might spend 20 to 30 hours during a time-sheet period to review detailed technical reports while
the legal assistant is reviewing ownership issues and sufficiency of the public benefit during the same period. Further-
more, the work is such that it is usual for a professional to take the necessary time to review a document adequately in
its entirety, without stopping in mid-review at some artificial point in time.
Therefore, the proposed rule includes a refinement to this notification procedure. It specifies that the applicant may
agree in writing to pay charges that exceed the initial charge. Unless the applicant has so agreed, the revised proce-
dure provides that, when the Department believes that the costs associated with the PPA have begun to exceed the ini-
tial charge, the Department shall stop work on the PPA and notify the applicant in writing. The applicant then must
notify the Department in writing, within 30 days of the Department’s notification under the rule, whether the appli-
cant wishes the Department to continue work on the application and to incur additional costs. The Department will
terminate the application if the applicant does not provide written confirmation within 30 days that it wishes the
Department to continue work on the application. Pursuant to A.R.S. § 49-285.01, a new application cannot be filed if
the original prospective purchaser has become the owner of the subject property.
Non-Refundable Charge for the Costs of a Requested Settlement
Another cost that had not been covered by the original rule is the time spent negotiating a settlement, which a pur-
chaser has requested under A.R.S. § 49-285.01. Because no charge had been established for this aspect of a PPA,
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under the original rule the cost of time spent on this activity was not recovered when negotiations were terminated for
some reason before a document was signed. The Department incurs charges from the AGO of about $6,000 in time
spent on typical settlements, if work on them reaches conclusion. Situations where settlement negotiations are termi-
nated earlier impose less, but nevertheless some, costs for the Department. Therefore, under the amended rule the
Department will collect a reasonable charge when a settlement is requested, to recover minimum costs that it incurs in
each case.
The rule establishes a non-refundable charge for a settlement, with the provision that payment for the remainder of
the settlement cost, if any, be included within the terms of the settlement. The initial, non-refundable settlement
charge is $2,000.

6. A reference to any study relevant to the rule that the agency reviewed and either proposes to rely on or not rely on
in its evaluation of or justification for the rule, where the public may obtain or review each study, all data underly-
ing each study, and any analysis of each study and other supporting material:

a. The Appraisal Foundation. 2003. Advisory opinion 9. Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice,
2003 ed.:143-147.

b. Jackson, Thomas O. 2001b. The effect of previous environmental contamination on industrial real estate prices.
The Appraisal Journal (April): 200-210.

c. Jackson, Thomas O. 2002b. Environmental contamination and industrial real estate prices. Journal of Real Estate
Research 23, nos. 1&2: 179-199.

d. Jackson, Thomas O. 2003. Appraisal standards and contaminated property valuation. The Appraisal Journal
(April): 127-133.

The public may obtain or review these studies by visiting the Department at the address provided in 4 above.
7. A showing of good cause why the rule is necessary to promote a statewide interest if the rule will diminish a previ-

ous grant of authority of a political subdivision of this state:
Not applicable

8. The preliminary summary of the economic, small business, and consumer impact:
Under A.R.S. § 49-285.01, the PPA is an instrument whereby a prospective purchaser obtains an assurance, through a
release and covenant not to sue, that the purchaser will not be liable to the state for cleanup of the existing contamina-
tion on the site. The PPA is entered into voluntarily by a party who is not responsible for the site contamination and
the Department, to facilitate the purchase of the contaminated property. The subject site may include all or part of a
WQARF site, under A.R.S. Title 49, Chapter 2, Article 5, or it may involve property that is not a WQARF site.
The Department may provide to a prospective purchaser of a facility a written release and a covenant not to sue for
any potential liability for existing contamination under WQARF or the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) if (a) the facility is identified on the WQARF registry or the Department
has been provided sufficient information to reasonably identify the extent of the contamination at the facility; (b) the
person is not currently liable for an existing or threatened release of a hazardous substance at the facility; and (c) the
proposed redevelopment or reuse of the facility will not contribute to or exacerbate existing known contamination or
unreasonably interfere with remedial measures necessary at the facility or cause the contamination to present a sub-
stantial health risk to the public.
The agreement must provide a substantial public benefit that may include any of the following: (a) substantial fund-
ing or other resources to perform or facilitate remedial measures at the facility pursuant to WQARF; (b) the perfor-
mance of substantial remedial measures at the facility; (c) productive reuse of a vacant or abandoned industrial or
commercial facility; (d) development of a facility by a governmental entity or nonprofit organization to address an
important public purpose; or (e) creation of conservation or recreation areas. The purchaser will also provide, when
appropriate, access to the facility for the Department and others, access to business records concerning contaminants,
and a covenant not to sue the state.
Costs and Benefits Not Fully Quantifiable
As explained in the Economic Impact Statement (EIS), the Department believes that this rule amendment’s benefits
outweigh its costs. This EIS is intended to fulfill the legal requirement for the current rulemaking. To the extent that
the increased fee allows ADEQ to continue its PPA program, the costs and benefits of the PPA program are costs and
benefits of the increased fee. For this reason, the EIS discusses the impact of PPAs, although the initial PPA rulemak-
ing also included an EIS that addressed the costs and benefits of PPAs. In addition, the EIS discusses the impact of the
fee increase amendment itself, as the subject of this rulemaking.
It is not possible to quantitatively estimate the costs and benefits of this amendment, or PPAs in general, for taxing
subdivisions of the state. The value of PPA-facilitated transactions depends on such unpredictable variables as site
selection, real estate market, availability of investment monies and willingness to incur risk. The EIS will show that
increased tax revenues are probable, as a result of increased development facilitated by PPAs. Without projecting the
value of PPA-facilitated transactions, it is impossible to predict the magnitude of tax revenue increase. Other less
quantifiable benefits are also likely. The EIS qualitatively describes the costs and benefits to subdivisions of the state,
and attempts to weigh their relative value to determine whether the benefits are likely to outweigh the costs.
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It is not possible to quantitatively estimate the costs and benefits of this amendment, or PPAs in general, for the gen-
eral public. Many of the costs and benefits of PPA-facilitated development are non-tangible or non-quantifiable. One
of the more easily quantified variables is the value of the services resulting from increased tax revenues. However,
even if the magnitude of probable tax revenue increases could be estimated, it is impossible to predict how a munici-
pality may use the tax revenues, and therefore, how much the general public might benefit. The EIS qualitatively
describes the costs and benefits to the general public, and attempts to weigh their relative value to determine whether
the benefits are likely to outweigh the costs.
A quantitative cost-benefit analysis is not possible for prospective purchasers. This is because the value of a PPA-
facilitated transaction is tied to land value, and the value of contaminated property is difficult to assess. The EIS pre-
sents research findings to support the foregoing statement, and to provide a qualitative assessment of costs and bene-
fits for prospective purchasers.

A.R.S. § 41-1055(B)  REQUIREMENTS FOR AN EIS

B (2)  PERSONS DIRECTLY AFFECTED BY THE RULE
Persons directly affected by the rule are:
1. State agencies involved in preparing PPAs,
2. Political subdivisions of the state,
3. Prospective purchasers of WQARF Registry List and other sites,
4. Newspapers of general circulation in the county where the property is located,
5. The general public, and
6. Responsible parties as defined under A.R.S. § 49-283.

B (3)  COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS
B(3)(a)(1)  COSTS TO THE IMPLEMENTING AGENCY – One-time costs to the Department for this amendment
include the cost of the rulemaking process, and the initial costs of adjusting accounting and billing procedures to
reflect the new rates. The Department does not track the time it takes for individual rulemakings. The Department
estimates that the cost for staff time to promulgate a typical rule could range from $4,001 to $15,672. A typical rule is
one such as this rule, which is non-controversial, of average complexity, and follows the standard rulemaking pro-
cess. This range does not include non-staff costs such as copies, supplies, postage, transportation to meetings, or
phone calls, nor does it include non-Department costs, such as the costs to the Governor’s Regulatory Review Coun-
cil and the Secretary of State.
The Department estimates it will take an Information Technology Specialist III (grade C3) approximately 160 hours
to program the billing software needed to implement this rulemaking. The mid-range hourly cost for a grade C3 is
approximately $69.00 per billable hour. The approximate cost for 160 hours is $11,040.
After the changes are made, there may be some additional costs associated with increased questions from potential
applicants regarding the PPA. The Department cannot predict the number of inquiries that may be received, or the
staff position that might be required to answer a question. Therefore, the Department cannot estimate the potential
costs of such inquiries.
The Department’s costs for PPAs include staff time required to administer and provide a technical review of the
agreement. The Remedial Projects Section of the Department’s Waste Programs Division has determined that it will
take approximately 34 hours of program staff and attorney time to put together a typical PPA based upon the model
agreement for a property within a WQARF site. These costs, which are already being accrued, were used to calculate
the new fee. They are costs of this amendment because the fee increase supports the ongoing operation of the PPA
program.
The initial charge, which is rounded from $2,474.34 to $2500, is intended to pay the costs for 34 hours of program
staff and attorney time, which is anticipated to be adequate for a typical WQARF site PPA based on the model agree-
ment. Non-WQARF sites will be assessed an additional non-refundable $1100 initial charge (rounded from
$1,109.70) to pay for the 15 additional hours hydrologists spend reviewing site documents presented to define the
extent of contamination. This additional time for non-WQARF sites will be needed because there is less prior analy-
sis completed than for WQARF sites. The rates used to calculate the initial charge were based on the average of staff
time and salaries of the positions typically assigned to do the work (the total cost includes employee benefits and
indirect costs). Time spent on the application beyond the initial 34 hours (or 49 hours for non-WQARF sites) for pro-
gram personnel and attorney time will be billed at the rate of $73 per hour (rounded from $72.74). The cost informa-
tion was supplied by the Department’s Financial Services Section for Department costs, and by the AGO regarding
the projected amount that agency reports to the Department.
BENEFITS TO THE DEPARTMENT – The Department has no incremental economic benefits as a result of this rule.
The applicant pays the fee calculated to reimburse the Department for its costs; no profit margins are included. The
fee does provide the Department with funds needed to pay for the PPA administration and processing, part of which
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cost the Department is currently absorbing. The new fee will give the Department more money for resources it needs
to fulfill its mission. Non-economic benefits to the Department result because this fee increase supports the PPA pro-
gram which supports the Department’s mission.
B(3)(a)(2)  COSTS TO THE AGO – There are no incremental costs to the AGO as a result of this amendment,
because, under an Inter-agency Service Agreement (ISA), the Department must reimburse the AGO at the rate in the
ISA, whether or not the PPA fee increases.
BENEFITS TO THE AGO – There are no incremental economic benefits to the AGO, because the rate used by the
AGO as agreed to in the ISA does not include a profit margin. The AGO realizes non-economic benefits by fulfilling
its mission.
B (3)(b)  COSTS TO POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS – If any agency or political subdivision of the state applies for a
PPA, the applicant will have to pay all applicable charges; there is no provision in law to waive or discount charges
for agencies or political subdivisions of the state.
BENEFITS TO POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS – The public benefit associated with a PPA is an important part of the
PPA statute. The statute specifically lists five possibilities: funding, remediation, productive reuse of vacant or aban-
doned property, a facility for a public purpose, or creation of a conservation or recreation area. Benefits to an agency
or political subdivision of the state that applies for a PPA depend on the reasons for the PPA. If the PPA will enable
site development to address an important public purpose, the benefits accrue from achieving that purpose.
The EIS discusses the likely change in property value from using a PPA. These benefits and drawbacks are equally
applicable to public and private entities who use a PPA as part of a site development strategy. As such, the discussion
is located in the next Section that addresses the costs and benefits to private entities.
To the extent that PPAs facilitate development, municipalities and subdivisions benefit from increased revenues.
Municipalities and taxing subdivisions of the state benefit from PPA-facilitated development by gaining property and
transaction taxes. With greater tax revenues, municipalities and subdivisions will be more able to fund critical ser-
vices.
At the same time, the costs of emergency services are expected to drop as blight is reduced. Most contaminated sites
are located in industrial areas. Because PPAs are used for land transactions, many of which are preludes to develop-
ment, PPA-facilitated transactions are most likely to apply to under-used properties, which have a potential for pro-
viding a higher income than they currently do. Many could be vacant and blighted, serving as a venue for crime and
an environmental hazard beyond that posed by the contamination, due to debris and disrepair. Using private enter-
prise to address these sites reduces the need for emergency services without imposing additional costs on a munici-
pality. Developing an under-used site may increase the need for some public services, such as street lamps and road
repair. The costs associated with the increased service demand are expected to be more than offset by the savings
associated with the reduced need for emergency services.
B(3)(c)(l)  COSTS TO APPLICANT PRIVATE BUSINESSES – The economic benefits of a PPA may outweigh the
costs for some sites, but for others, the costs may exceed the benefits. Many variables could impact this balance,
including the property’s characteristics and location, its proposed use and the business acumen of the prospective pur-
chaser. Projecting the costs and benefits of a PPA for even one transaction is very difficult, because many of these fea-
tures are beyond the Department’s control and ability to predict. Projecting the aggregate costs and benefits for future
PPAs is impracticable. However, the Appraisal Foundation Advisory Opinion 9 (AO-9) (2003) points out that “liabil-
ities and potential liabilities for site cleanup” is one consideration in appraising property value for contaminated sites,
suggesting that reducing those liabilities might increase property value.
In the continuum from contaminated properties that are not cleaned up or re-developed to those for which remedia-
tion is achieved by complete removal of the contamination, sites re-developed with a PPA would seem to occupy a
mid-point. On the one hand, there is more certainty conveyed by the PPA with regard to the liability for future reme-
diation costs. On the other hand, the site still has contamination in place that may or may not be addressed after the
property is developed.
Private businesses will apply for a PPA if it appears that the PPA’s economic benefits will exceed its costs. The set
cost of a PPA is the initial charge. Other costs required to comply with the rules and statute are per-hour charges for
Department and AGO staff time beyond the time covered by the initial charge, and the charge for the public notice.
The amount of this latter cost depends on the specific newspaper involved. Additional costs not included in the fee
are the costs incurred by the prospective purchaser in negotiating a PPA, (e.g. attorney costs) and potential property
value diminution.
Regarding the potential cost of property value diminution, one can refer to the research literature. Some research
could suggest that the PPA execution process itself may lead to property value diminution. Conversely, a PPA usually
is executed after information already has become known about contamination on the property, therefore, such dimi-
nution, if it occurred, often is not attributable to the PPA.
Jackson (2003) provides a formula for property value diminution of a contaminated property, as presented in Figure
1. The “cost effects” associated with a PPA include the cost for site characterization, and may include the costs of on-
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going monitoring or treatment that might be conducted on property that is the subject of a PPA. “Cost effects” will
vary depending on the complexity of the site, type of contamination, and size of the release, and cannot be estimated
with certainty.

Figure 1.

“Use effects” are the opportunity costs of restricted use of the site, as noted in AO-9 (referenced above). One “use
effect” includes the loss of potential uses of the property due to remedial action requirements such as maintenance of
a well or cap or a use restriction covenant. A PPA may be viewed as increasing potential use over a contaminated site,
or as restricting property use when compared to a site that no longer has any contamination at all.
The “risk effects” consist of environmental risk and stigma. Because one component of environmental risk is liability
for cleanup, and the PPA reduces that liability, the PPA reduces environmental risk. In Jackson’s model, reducing
environmental risk should reduce property diminution. Estimating the effects of cost, use, and risk is difficult and
often requires specialized valuation methods and techniques that are beyond the capabilities of the Department.
BENEFITS TO APPLICANT PRIVATE BUSINESSES – The Department believes that, in the aggregate, benefits of
this amendment, and of PPAs in general, outweigh the costs. Cleaning up contaminated sites is typically very expen-
sive, several millions of dollars in some cases. The cost of developing property is likewise relatively expensive, when
compared to the costs of a PPA. Even at the proposed increased rates, the charges the applicant pays for a PPA are
small when compared to the overall project budget or to the potential cost of WQARF liability for cleanup costs.
Because the PPA is entirely voluntary, the prospective purchaser must weigh the charges and other costs of a PPA
against the projected benefits of a project when making business decisions.
The major benefit a prospective purchaser derives from a PPA is the reduced liability for future cleanup costs, and
any resulting economic benefits. According to Jackson (2001b), these benefits are most pronounced for commercial
and industrial properties, rather than for residential properties. Because most PPAs are for commercial and industrial
properties, the EIS is based on an analysis of the research related to commercial and industrial properties. The effects
for residential properties are assumed to be similar in direction, but less in magnitude.
Benefits to a seller or a potential purchaser might include increased property market value. For a potential purchaser,
benefits might be reduced transaction and borrowing costs and increased property income. These benefits are for a
site as compared to its previous uncharacterized and undeveloped state. The Department believes it is logical to
assume that a property with a PPA is increased in value over an unremediated site, but decreased compared to a site
with complete removal of the contaminant.
In balancing costs and benefits of PPAs, the Department relies on the business community, and its decisions as gov-
erned by market influences. The Department assumes that if PPAs make investment worthwhile, then purchasers will
negotiate PPAs. Pointing to the 26 PPAs that the Department has signed since 1996, it appears that the benefits of a
PPA outweighed the costs, at least for those parties and at the previous fee.
B (3)(c)(2)  COSTS TO NEWSPAPERS – Newspapers will be impacted by this rule because the statute requires that
a legal notice be published in a newspaper of county-wide circulation where the site is located. There are no costs to
newspapers required by this rule.
BENEFITS TO NEWSPAPERS – Newspapers will benefit from revenues received for publishing legal public
notices. Publication charges vary from newspaper to newspaper. Charges are typically based on how many lines or
column inches of copy are required.
The Department projects that the next five years will see the same number of PPA applications each year as there
have been to date. The Department further assumes that the PPA sites will have the same geographic distribution as
the applications received to date. Based on these assumptions, ADEQ projects there will be 35 sites in Maricopa
County, 7 in Pima County, and 3 in other counties. Approximately 45 notices are expected over the next five years,
resulting in estimated revenues ranging between about $1,900 and $38,000, depending primarily on which paper
would be used for the public notices in Maricopa County.
B (4)  IMPACTS ON PUBLIC AND PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT
There are no impacts on public or private employment anticipated by this amendment; the amendment itself will not
create new jobs or destroy existing ones. However, to the extent that a PPA accelerates the return to productive use of

Property Value Diminution =
Cost Effects (Remediation and Related Costs) +
Use Effects (Effects on Site Usability) +
Risk Effects (Environmental Risk/Stigma)
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a site that is now under-used, employment opportunities would be generated for the Arizona labor force. This is
because private businesses could be set up on these sites. This would be an intended and beneficial consequence of
this rule. Any new jobs created by businesses that may be established, expanded or relocated will be the result of pri-
vate business decisions. The rule facilitates the acquisition of a previously contaminated site, presumably to return the
property to its full economic use. Aside from the employment benefits, other benefits in the form of income taxes to
be paid by the employees, property taxes, sales, unemployment and other taxes to be paid by the employer will accrue
to various levels of government. These benefits might increase funds available for taxing entities to hire staff, thereby
indirectly improving employment opportunities. Existing Department and AGO staff will handle the processing of
PPAs; therefore, no new public sector employment positions are anticipated as a direct result of this amendment.
B (5)  IMPACTS ON SMALL BUSINESSES
B (5)(a)  SMALL BUSINESSES SUBJECT TO THE RULE – Some of the applicants could be small business own-
ers. The Department acknowledges that, in some instances where an individual or small business would seek to pur-
chase a potentially contaminated property, the increased fee may amount to a marginally increased disincentive to
that entity, in addition to purchasing the property, also applying for a PPA related to that purchase. It thus may reduce
the number of PPA applications, and perhaps could affect the sale of such property. However, the increase in the fee
reflects increases in the costs that the Department is incurring, and thus is consistent with the purpose of the authoriz-
ing statute. Furthermore, the statute provides no basis for recovering costs from some parties, but not from others.
Because of this, the Department has not tried to determine the number of PPA applicants, newspapers, and other enti-
ties affected by the rule that might be small businesses. The PPA is purely voluntary. There is no requirement for a
business to obtain a PPA. If a business cannot afford the charges, it will choose, as a business decision, not to apply
for a PPA.
The charges are expected to be a small part of development costs. The Department does not expect the incremental
increase in costs due to the charges, even at increased rates, will be a determining factor in the decision of whether to
develop a site. In general, if a business (small or otherwise) can afford to purchase and develop a contaminated site, it
can afford the increase in charges from this amendment.
B (5)(b)  ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS – There are no administrative costs to small and other businesses except the
charges.
B (5)(c)  REDUCTION OF IMPACT ON SMALL BUSINESSES – The authorizing statute for the PPA fee does not
provide a basis for promulgating a fee for small businesses that does not cover the Department’s costs, and that is dif-
ferent from the fee charged to other entities for the same services. Furthermore, the voluntary nature of the PPA
makes such an adjustment unnecessary.
B (5)(d)  COSTS AND BENEFITS TO PRIVATE PERSONS – A city or other political subdivision that applies for a
PPA could possibly pass on the costs of charges to its residents. It is also possible that these costs could be readily
absorbed by its existing budget. Either way, local taxpayers will pay. Another potential cost is the public health risk
associated with possibly leaving contamination in the environment. The Department believes that generally this risk
is low because site conditions and contaminant characteristics are reviewed before the Department issues a PPA. This
review is intended to establish that public health will not be threatened. The Department reviews each PPA on a case-
by-case basis to determine whether the agreement will provide a substantial public benefit. The Department believes
these potential costs are minimal when considered in relation to the benefits that could result.
Private persons could realize a substantial benefit from the facilitation of a process whereby a contaminated property
is brought back to full economic use. Redevelopment benefits the local community by reducing environmental haz-
ards, creating new business opportunities and reducing blight. Contaminated sites may be located near potential mar-
kets and labor, in which case their redevelopment may be less expensive than developing previously undeveloped
land because roads and infrastructure are already in place.
Because the PPA applicants will pay charges to cover some of the costs that the Department has been absorbing, the
taxpaying public will experience a diminished burden of providing services that will benefit specific groups. Even
under the amended rule, the Department is mindful that the fee would not account for some overhead costs, that are
beyond those specific supervisory hours listed in Appendix A of the accompanying economic impact statement.
However, the Department is prepared to absorb these additional costs and not charge them as part of the PPA fee.
B (6)  PROBABLE EFFECTS ON STATE REVENUES
No new state revenues are projected. Charges to be paid to the Department are intended for cost recovery.
B (7)  LESS INTRUSIVE OR LESS COSTLY ALTERNATIVES
The statute permits the Department to charge “a reasonable fee” for providing the service. No less intrusive or less
costly alternatives were authorized by the legislature or contemplated by the Department.
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9. The name and address of agency personnel with whom persons may communicate regarding the accuracy of the
economic, small business, and consumer impact statement:

Name: Ren Willis-Frances
Address: 1110 W. Washington St.

Phoenix, AZ 85007
Telephone: (602) 771-4109
Fax: (602) 771-2302
E-mail: Willis-Frances.Ren@azdeq.gov

10. The time, place, and nature of the proceedings for the making, amendment, or repeal of the rule, or if no proceed-
ing is scheduled, where, when, and how persons may request an oral proceeding on the proposed rule:

Date: September 7, 2005
Time: 1:30 p.m.
Location: Arizona Department of Environmental Quality

1110 W. Washington, Suite 145
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Nature: Public hearing on the proposed rule, with opportunity for formal comments on the record.
Please call (602) 771-4795 for special accommodations pursuant to the Americans with
Disabilities Act.

Written comments will be accepted through September 9, 2005, at 5:00 p.m. Written comments should be addressed
to:
Name: Peggy J. Guichard-Watters
Address: 1110 W. Washington St.

Phoenix, AZ 85007
Telephone: (602) 771-4117
Fax: (602) 771-2302
E-mail: Guichard-Watters.Peggy@azdeq.gov

11. Any other matters prescribed by statute that are applicable to the specific agency or to any specific rule or class of
rules:

None
12. Incorporations by reference and their location in the rules:

None
13. The full text of the rules follows:

TITLE 18. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

CHAPTER 7. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
REMEDIAL ACTION

ARTICLE 3. PROSPECTIVE PURCHASER AGREEMENT

Section
R18-7-301. Prospective Purchaser Agreement Fees Fee

ARTICLE 3. PROSPECTIVE PURCHASER AGREEMENT

R18-7-301. Prospective Purchaser Agreement Fees Fee
A. A person entering into An applicant for a prospective purchaser agreement with the Department pursuant to under A.R.S.

§ 49-285.01 shall pay to the Department the fees fee prescribed in this Article. The Department shall not refund a fee once
it accepts an application.

B. A person An applicant for a prospective purchaser agreement shall remit pay a review fee for each prospective purchaser
agreement application submitted to the Department for review. The review fee shall consist of all of the following
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includes:
1. An initial fee charge as prescribed in subsection (C).;
2. An hourly fee charge, if the conditions of subsection (D)(1) apply.;
3. The publication costs for the legal notice as prescribed in subsection (E).(F); and
4. A charge, as prescribed in subsection (D)(2), if an applicant requests a settlement.

C. The Department shall charge An applicant shall pay an initial fee charge of $900 $2,500 for an application for a prospec-
tive purchaser agreement requiring minimal review for property within a site that is listed in the Water Quality Assurance
Revolving Fund (WQARF) registry under A.R.S. § 49-287.01. For property that is not on the WQARF registry, an appli-
cant shall pay an initial charge of $3,600 for an application for a prospective purchaser agreement. The initial fee charge
covers direct and indirect Departmental technical review time and direct and indirect Department administrative costs. A
An application for a prospective purchaser agreement requiring minimal review is one which that requires 30 34 or fewer
hours of review time spent by the Department for a site on the WQARF registry or 49 or fewer hours for a site not on the
WQARF registry.

D. In addition to the initial fee charge described above in subsection (C), the Department applicant shall charge a fee of $30
per hour pay the following charges, if applicable:
1. An hourly charge for its review of reviewing a prospective purchaser agreement which that requires more than 30 the

hours of for Departmental review and shall charge a legal review fee for any prospective purchaser agreement which
requires legal review by the Attorney General. covered by the initial charge in subsection (C). The additional charge
is $73 per hour for Department staff time and Assistant Attorney General time.

2. A charge in the amount of $2,000, to accompany a request for a settlement that includes immunity from contribution
claims for existing contamination, if requested under A.R.S. § 49-285.01. If costs for the settlement exceed $2,000,
the remainder of the costs will be paid for through the terms of the settlement.

The Department shall notify the applicant of any estimated hours over those necessary for the initial review, and whether
any legal review is required. The Department shall obtain written authorization from the applicant before expending any
billable hours in excess of 30.

E. The applicant may agree in writing to pay charges that exceed the initial charge described in subsection (C). Unless the
applicant has so agreed, when the Department believes that the costs associated with the prospective purchaser agreement
have begun to exceed the initial charge, the Department shall stop work on the prospective purchaser agreement and
notify the applicant in writing. The applicant shall notify the Department in writing, within 30 days of the Department’s
notification under this subsection, whether the applicant wishes the Department to continue work on the application and to
incur additional costs. The Department shall terminate the application if the applicant does not provide written confirma-
tion within 30 days that it wishes the Department to continue work on the application.

E.F.The Department shall publish a legal notice announcing an opportunity for public comment on the prospective purchaser
agreement. The legal notice shall include:
1. a A general description of the contents of the agreement;
2. the The location where information regarding the agreement can be obtained;
3. the The name and address of the Departmental Department contact where comments may be sent; and
4. the The time and date that the comment period closes.

F.G. The initial fee charge described in subsection (C) is due when the applicant submits the prospective purchaser agreement
is submitted for review application to the Department. The publication cost specified in subsection (B)(3), and any hourly
fees charge described in subsection (D)(1), are due within 30 days of billing the date the invoice is sent by the Depart-
ment. Review fees Fee charges are payable to the state of Arizona, and shall be paid in full before the Department exe-
cutes a prospective purchaser agreement is executed.
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	Figure 1.



	Property Value Diminution =
	Cost Effects (Remediation and Related Costs) +
	Use Effects (Effects on Site Usability) +
	Risk Effects (Environmental Risk/Stigma)
	“Use effects” are the opportunity costs of restricted use of the site, as noted in AO-9 (referenced above). One “use effect” inc...
	The “risk effects” consist of environmental risk and stigma. Because one component of environmental risk is liability for cleanu...
	BENEFITS TO APPLICANT PRIVATE BUSINESSES - The Department believes that, in the aggregate, benefits of this amendment, and of PP...
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	B (3)(c)(2) COSTS TO NEWSPAPERS - Newspapers will be impacted by this rule because the statute requires that a legal notice be p...
	BENEFITS TO NEWSPAPERS - Newspapers will benefit from revenues received for publishing legal public notices. Publication charges vary from newspaper to newspaper. Charges are typically based on how many lines or column inches of copy are required.
	The Department projects that the next five years will see the same number of PPA applications each year as there have been to da...
	B (4) IMPACTS ON PUBLIC AND PRIVATE EMPLOYMENT
	There are no impacts on public or private employment anticipated by this amendment; the amendment itself will not create new job...
	B (5) IMPACTS ON SMALL BUSINESSES
	B (5)(a) SMALL BUSINESSES SUBJECT TO THE RULE - Some of the applicants could be small business owners. The Department acknowledg...
	Because of this, the Department has not tried to determine the number of PPA applicants, newspapers, and other entities affected...
	The charges are expected to be a small part of development costs. The Department does not expect the incremental increase in cos...
	B (5)(b) ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS - There are no administrative costs to small and other businesses except the charges.
	B (5)(c) REDUCTION OF IMPACT ON SMALL BUSINESSES - The authorizing statute for the PPA fee does not provide a basis for promulga...
	B (5)(d) COSTS AND BENEFITS TO PRIVATE PERSONS - A city or other political subdivision that applies for a PPA could possibly pas...
	Private persons could realize a substantial benefit from the facilitation of a process whereby a contaminated property is brough...
	Because the PPA applicants will pay charges to cover some of the costs that the Department has been absorbing, the taxpaying pub...
	B (6) PROBABLE EFFECTS ON STATE REVENUES
	No new state revenues are projected. Charges to be paid to the Department are intended for cost recovery.
	B (7) LESS INTRUSIVE OR LESS COSTLY ALTERNATIVES
	The statute permits the Department to charge “a reasonable fee” for providing the service. No less intrusive or less costly alternatives were authorized by the legislature or contemplated by the Department.
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	Name: Ren Willis-Frances
	Address: 1110 W. Washington St. Phoenix, AZ 85007
	Telephone: (602) 771-4109
	Fax: (602) 771-2302
	E-mail: Willis-Frances.Ren@azdeq.gov

	10. The time, place, and nature of the proceedings for the making, amendment, or repeal of the rule, or if no proceeding is scheduled, where, when, and how persons may request an oral proceeding on the proposed rule:
	Date: September 7, 2005
	Time: 1:30 p.m.
	Location: Arizona Department of Environmental Quality 1110 W. Washington, Suite 145 Phoenix, AZ 85007
	Nature: Public hearing on the proposed rule, with opportunity for formal comments on the record. Please call (602) 771-4795 for special accommodations pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act.
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	None
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	TITLE 18. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
	CHAPTER 7. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY REMEDIAL ACTION
	ARTICLE 3. PROSPECTIVE PURCHASER AGREEMENT
	Section
	R18-7-301. Prospective Purchaser Agreement Fees Fee

	ARTICLE 3. PROSPECTIVE PURCHASER AGREEMENT
	R18-7-301. Prospective Purchaser Agreement Fees Fee
	A. A person entering into An applicant for a prospective purchaser agreement with the Department pursuant to under A.R.S. § 49-2...
	B. A person An applicant for a prospective purchaser agreement shall remit pay a review fee for each prospective purchaser agreement application submitted to the Department for review. The review fee shall consist of all of the following includes:
	1. An initial fee charge as prescribed in subsection (C).;
	2. An hourly fee charge, if the conditions of subsection (D)(1) apply.;
	3. The publication costs for the legal notice as prescribed in subsection (E).(F); and
	4. A charge, as prescribed in subsection (D)(2), if an applicant requests a settlement.

	C. The Department shall charge An applicant shall pay an initial fee charge of $900 $2,500 for an application for a prospective ...
	D. In addition to the initial fee charge described above in subsection (C), the Department applicant shall charge a fee of $30 per hour pay the following charges, if applicable:
	1. An hourly charge for its review of reviewing a prospective purchaser agreement which that requires more than 30 the hours of ...
	2. A charge in the amount of $2,000, to accompany a request for a settlement that includes immunity from contribution claims for...

	The Department shall notify the applicant of any estimated hours over those necessary for the initial review, and whether any le...
	E. The applicant may agree in writing to pay charges that exceed the initial charge described in subsection (C). Unless the appl...
	E.F. The Department shall publish a legal notice announcing an opportunity for public comment on the prospective purchaser agreement. The legal notice shall include:
	1. a A general description of the contents of the agreement;
	2. the The location where information regarding the agreement can be obtained;
	3. the The name and address of the Departmental Department contact where comments may be sent; and
	4. the The time and date that the comment period closes.

	F.G. The initial fee charge described in subsection (C) is due when the applicant submits the prospective purchaser agreement is...




